Why GRADUATE STUDIES in PHYSICS, ENGINEERING PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY?

The PhD in Physics provides you with training in theory, computation, statistical modeling, and experimental methods as you pursue problems in fundamental and applied research. Physicists design mathematical models to describe complex phenomena and test these models by making observations, conducting experiments, or running numerical simulations. The skills obtained are highly sought after and transferable to a wide range of fields. The degree leads to careers in academia and government-funded research centres as well as the private sector fields of finance, medicine, technology, and data analytics, to name just a few.

Why QUEEN’S?

Queen’s has one of the most active and dynamic physics departments in Canada. The Department is home to the McDonald Institute, a national research centre in particle astrophysics. Named after emeritus Queen’s professor and 2015 Nobel laureate Art McDonald, the Institute is closely linked to activities at SNOLAB where experiments search for dark matter and probe fundamental properties of neutrinos. Closely related is the Astrophysics group whose members at Queen’s and the nearby Royal Military College study galaxies, the extragalactic Universe, black holes, and dark matter through theory, simulation, and observations at some of the world’s largest observatories. Research within the applied and engineering physics group seeks to bring new physics understanding to important problems for society, including lighting technologies, solar energy, laser manufacturing and non-destructive testing while the Condensed Matter and Optics group focuses on nanophotonics and quantum optics. Group members are key players in NanoFabrication Kingston, a University-Industry collaboration that provides researchers with access to leading-edge equipment and expertise for the design of nanotechnologies.

Program STRUCTURE

PhD (4 years): Course work, research project, thesis & defense, seminar series.

RESEARCH Areas

- Astrophysics & Astronomy
- Condensed Matter Physics & Optics
- Engineering & Applied Physics
- Particle Physics & Particle Astrophysics

We encourage you to identify an area of research interest and contact a potential supervisor before applying.

Visit the Department of Physics, Engineering Physics & Astronomy website to read faculty profiles and learn more about faculty members’ research areas. When you find a faculty member with similar research interests to yours, contact them and tell them about your interest in graduate work and related experience.
Graduate Studies FAQs

How do I make the most of my time at Queen's?

Use the Grad Map to plan for success in five overlapping areas of your career and academic life. Everyone's journey is different - the ideas on the maps are just suggestions to help you explore possibilities. For more support with your professional development, take advantage of the SGSPA professional development framework and the new Individual Development Plan (IDP) process to set customized goals to help you get career ready when you graduate.

Where can I get help?

Queen's provides you with a broad range of support services from your first point of contact with the university through to graduation. Ranging from help with academics and careers, to physical, emotional, or spiritual resources - our welcoming environment offers the programs and services you need to be successful, both academically and personally. Check out the SGSPA website for available resources.

What is the community like?

At Queen's, graduate students from all disciplines learn and discover in a close-knit intellectual community. You will find friends, peers and support among the graduate students enrolled in Queen's more than 130 graduate programs within 50+ departments & research centres. With the world's best scholars, prize-winning professional development opportunities, excellent funding packages and life in the affordable, historic waterfront city of Kingston, Queen's offers a wonderful environment for graduate studies.

Application FAQs

What do I need to know to APPLY?

**ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS**
- Master's degree in Science or Applied Science.
- Grade requirements: minimum B+ standing.

**ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS**
- Two official transcripts for all post-secondary studies.
- At least 2 letters of reference.
- Curriculum vitae.
- If English is not a native language, prospective students must meet the English language proficiency requirements in writing, speaking, reading, and listening. The following minimum scores are required: (1) TOEFL iBT: Writing (24/30); Speaking (22/30); Reading (22/30); Listening (20/30). Applicants must have the minimum score in each test as well as the minimum overall score, or (2) IELTS: 7.0 (academic module overall band score and a 7.0 for each test band), or (3) PTE Academics: 65, or (4) CAEL CE -70 (minimum overall score).

**KEY DATES & DEADLINES**
- Application due: January 7th.
- Notification of acceptance: 4 weeks after the full application has been received.

Before you start your application, please review the **graduate studies application process**.

What about FUNDING?

The minimum funding guarantee for Physics PhD students is $30,150 per year, throughout years 1-4. This basic level funding consists of graduate awards, external scholarships, teaching assistantships, and support from your supervisor.

We encourage all students to apply for external funding from OGS, NSERC, and other sources. Queen's will automatically issue a one time $10,000 award to Doctoral students who have won federal government tri-council awards. For more information, see the School of Graduate Studies and Postdoctoral Affairs' information on **awards and scholarships**.
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